1. Online Seminar
It is allowed to hold Online Seminars free of charge. The prerequisites for this are the same as
the normal seminar. Registration forms are available in the download. Participants can get a
confirmation of participation. This document does not apply to the judge's career, neither as a
steward nor as a judge student certificate.
These seminars are for breeder and/or owner of cats.

2. Online Review Session (one judge)
are allowed under the following conditions (only for WCF members):
a) The number of participants must be at least 20 but not more than 30 cats per session / per
judge. Each session should be not longer than 4 hours. The selected judge must be a WCF all
breed judge with valid judge permission who is able to speak and to write English.
b) The Online application must be sent at least 4 weeks in advance.
c) The Online Review reports with all information must be made available to the respective
judge in time. Only these can be used. The session and the report must be in English language.
The scanned report can be translated from the club in to the mother language afterwards but
for WCF only the original handwritten and signed report in English is valid.
d) A catalog must be submitted one week in advance to wcf.cyber@aol.com, which must
contain:
WCF page
Online Show license
Catalog number
Name of the cat
Date of birth of the cat
Breed, color and sex
Name of the owner of the cat
e) The judge receives the same information without the name of the cat and the owner at least
two days before the session, in addition photos of the cat according to the given concept.
f) It is not allowed to award titles, as excellent or other qualifications. The participant gets only
the valuation from the judge. A numerical classification is allowed.
g) The judge is compensated for his time expenditure. He receives the WCF compensation (like
for normal shows 100 Euro) for one session and in addition a one-time compensation of 50
Euro for the preparation (checking the correct information in the catalog based on the photos)
and post-processing (scanning and sending the Online Review Reports).
h) The WCF emblem must be visible to the audience throughout the entire online session time.

3. Cyber Show (more than one judge)
a) The number of participants must be at least 60, but must not exceed 30 cats per judge.
Each Cyber Show should be not longer than 4 hours.
The other terms are currently the same as for the online sessions ( items b - h)
How the club will arrange this, whether all the judges are at home or whether they use their
offices for this purpose is up to them.
i) The club has the possibility to merge the results into a list of winners if there are more than 60
cats in these chats.
Each judge can create a nomination list for each hair category for the following nomination
classes:
Adult
Neuter
Kitten 3-6
Kitten 6-10
A judge can nominate only one cat in the division, whether male or female. Maximum 20
nominated cats per judge.
Minimum cats per hair category must be 5 cats, otherwise the hair categories will be combined
as in a regular show (instead of 10 as in a real show).
The club receives the nomination lists and the nominated cats will be shown to all judges (per
video or live). Then the judges will have the opportunity to choose a winner, in addition they can
also form an opinion based on the available photos.
The club then collects the decisions of all judges like on a regular show (by list or video decision,
doesn't matter), counts the points and can announce a placement (place 1, place 2…) Please
don't use "Best in Show“ term!
From the winners of the categories/division the judges can then place the "Winner of the day“.
(The official show titles or terms of the WCF may not be used, a different terms must be used!)
Such an on-line fun show can run over 3 chats/channels or over one. The technical execution or
media is up to the club (Zoom, Facebook, or other world wide or local media which exist in the
different countries).
Clubs wishing to make a different format other than that described above must inform all
participants in advance.

